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1.Which two ASE tasks can be performed from the ACC but not the BCC?  

A. creating a custom product catalog  

B. creating targeters  

C. creating scenarios  

D. creating slots  

E. creating products and SKUs  

Answer: C,D  

 

2.Which three reasons justify why customers should choose Oracle ATG Web Commerce as their cross 

channel commerce platform.?  

A. It is the most complete andintegrated e-commerce solutioninthe market.  

B. It has the most flexible, modular, and elegant architecture compared to other competing solutions.  

C. It features production-ready reference applications that can be easily customized to meet your 

application requirements.  

D. It is the easiest platform to implement a compared e-commerce solutioninthe market.  

E. It has the best online merchandising business tools and applications of all competing solutions.  

Answer: A,B,D  

 

3.What is the role of the allocateItemRelQuantity chain?  

A. to mark Shipping group as shipped  

B. to purchase items from pre-order, back order, or regular stock usinginventory  

C. to reorganize Items across shipping groups  

D. to allocate items related to the quantity on hand  

Answer: B  

 

4.How many current and saved orders does ATG allow a user profile to have?  

A. ATG allows one current order and one saved order per user profile.  

B. ATGallows one current order and a collection of saved orders per user profile.  

C. ATG allows multiple current orders and a collection of saved orders per user profile.  

D. Only one order can exist for a Give user profileinATG. There is no support for saved orders.  

Answer: B  

 

5.What is the reanimated order?  

A. INCOMPLETEorders that have not been checked out by customers andinstead have remained idle for 

a duration of time  

B. Previously abandoned orders that have since been modified by the customerinsome way, such as 

adding items or changing item quantities.  

C. Previously abandoned orders that have been successfully checked out by the customer.  

D. Abandoned orders that have been abandoned for so long that reanimation of the order is no longer 

considered realistic.  

Answer: B  

 


